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INTRODUCTION

Let me explain what Faith at the Edge means through

a personal experience of mine.

Not long ago my teenage son had to write an essay

comparing Christianity and Buddhism for his high school

religion class. He knew I was curious about what he had

written, so before handing the paper in, he let me look at

it.

It was very good. As I read it, I grunted my approval.

He clearly understood the major differences between the

two religions. But a pained look came over my face as I

read the conclusion. Here’s the gist of what it said:

“Christianity is about being a moral person and getting to

heaven. Buddhism is about finding enlightenment and

personal happiness.”

“What’s wrong, Dad?”

I looked up at him. “Do you really believe what you

wrote at the end?”    
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He took the paper from me and glanced at the last

paragraph.

“Sure.” 

It was a humbling moment. Here I was, a Catholic

media expert who spent most of his time promoting the

Church’s “New Evangelization”—its fresh approach to

preaching the gospel of Jesus Christ to a post-Christian

world. Yet, I had failed to communicate the excitement of

this message to my own son. I hadn’t reached him with

the truth that Christianity was about more than moral

rules and the afterlife (as important as these are)—it was

an adventure that was happening now, in this life, offer-

ing genuine wisdom and true happiness all the way to

heaven. Where had I gone wrong?

Nowhere, I soon realized. Thanks to prayer and the

spiritual counsel of close friends, I came to the obvious

but difficult-to-accept conclusion that my son’s percep-

tion of his religion was not at all unusual for a young per-

son, and that what I wanted for him—a personal sense of

the excitement of Christianity—was something he would

have to learn for himself. It wasn’t a truth I could spoon

feed. He would have to discover it and test it—verify it, in

the words of the Catholic theologian Luigi Giussani—and

make it his own, in his life, in his time, through his own

encounter with the living God. 

That’s what Faith at the Edge means. It’s about the

personal experience of Jesus Christ that comes from

engaging both his Church and the world. It’s about living

the paradox of real Christianity—of being firmly rooted

in religious tradition and authority, yet also open to
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what’s new and provocative, what’s unexpected and mys-

terious. It’s about having rock-solid faith, but under-

standing that it’s necessary to journey to the edge, into

territory that isn’t comfortable, to fulfill your destiny.

This is not easy. We’re not used to connecting words

like “tradition” and “authority” with words like “mysteri-

ous” and “unexpected.” It seems contradictory. Of

course, it doesn’t help that every day in the media our

cultural elites bombard us with the message that serious

faith and being open to reality don’t mix, that deeply

religious people are just looking for simple answers to

life’s difficult questions. Our culture tells us that believ-

ing in religious certainty and moral absolutes is incom-

patible with critical thinking and personal fulfillment,

and that doubt and skepticism—especially about the big

questions of existence—are the true marks of a mature,

well-developed personality. If you try to convince them

otherwise, you’re labeled intolerant, a fanatic—or a

“fundamentalist.” 

The essays in this book are evidence that this view is

wrong, that there are many religious believers who are

attracted to the most challenging aspects of faith and of

life. For these writers, simplistic answers aren’t

enough—they need to go deeper into mystery, into the

darkness of faith, where certainty and the unknown

merge into one paradoxical truth. They want to experi-

ence reality in all its terrible beauty, in the hope of com-

ing face to face with God. That’s what the writers of these

essays have in common; that’s what their stories are

about.
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Most of these works were published in the online mag-

azine, GodSpy.com.  GodSpy was launched five years ago

specifically to reach Catholics (and seekers, too) who are

looking for God at the edge, where the certainties of faith

intersect with the shifting, unsettling realities of modern

life. GodSpy’s mission is to show—through compelling,

personal writing—that being a committed, believing,

orthodox Christian is compatible with being a thinking,

feeling, culturally engaged person of the twenty-first 

century.  

GodSpy is very much a product of my own personal

journey, a trip that’s been as surprising as it’s been

enlightening.

I became a Christian relatively late in life. While I

grew up sort of Catholic, none of it stuck. My immigrant

parents practiced an anti-clerical Catholicism that’s not

uncommon among southern Italians—they worshiped

Jesus and venerated Mary and, of course, the saints, but

they had little use for organized religion and priests.

They couldn’t care less when I told them, soon after I cel-

ebrated my first communion, that I wanted to drop out of

religious education classes, which meant I wouldn’t be

“confirmed”—a sort of Catholic bar mitzvah that marks a

teenager’s coming of age in the Church. From that point

on, as I grew up, I had no further contact with religion. 

It was in college, at Columbia, that I first confronted

the question of God, and encountered the great minds of

Western civilization—Plato, Aristotle, Augustine,

Aquinas, Descartes, Kant—as well as existentialists like

Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, and Sartre. I became interested
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in questions of justice and truth, and the meaning of life.

I read philosophical novels like Camus’s The Stranger, and

Hermann Hesse’s Siddhartha, and discovered challenging

filmmakers like Michelangelo Antonioni and Ingmar

Bergman. I got involved in left-wing political move-

ments, and came to admire the socialist and lapsed-

Catholic Michael Harrington. I was deeply affected by the

religious skepticism of these radical thinkers, but at the

same time I took their social and ethical concerns—and

spiritual struggles—very seriously.

All that came to a halt when college ended, and I

began to think about how to earn money. It was the

1980s, and after a brief stint in journalism, I put my ide-

alism aside and shifted to a career in the business end of

magazine publishing. I spent that go-go decade living a

typically secular, agnostic, hedonistic existence in Man-

hattan, chasing after empty pleasures, mostly money and

women. But beneath the surface, a part of me was still

searching for the meaning of life.

In that entire time, the Catholic Church—and the

post-Vatican II turmoil that was roiling it—never once

entered my consciousness (a state of mind I try to

remember when I’m annoyed by people who are grossly

ignorant of the Church). Only in my early thirties, after

marriage and the birth of our first son, did I develop a

serious interest in God, and first considered the possibil-

ity that organized religion might have the answers I was

looking for. 

I remember the specific moment that sparked my

interest in the Catholic Church. It came from an unlikely
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source—a review of Pope John Paul II’s encyclical Veri-

tatis Splendor by gay writer Andrew Sullivan in The New

Republic. I can still recall Sullivan’s conflicted reaction to

the pope’s claim that it was possible to know absolute

moral truth. As a gay man who couldn’t accept the

Church’s teaching on homosexuality, Sullivan was

repelled by what the pope wrote. But as a sincere Catholic

he also found it difficult to resist the pope’s “bracing”

argument.

I’d always been a sucker for paradox, and I was fasci-

nated by the idea that anyone as traditional and doctri-

naire as a pope could be intellectually challenging. Given

where I was in my spiritual journey—I had considered

everything, but never the Catholic Church—I was

hooked. I began devouring John Paul II’s writings and

other Catholic material, as well. I was on my way—I was

turning Catholic. 

But that wasn’t all. While the pope was working on

my intellect, my heart was being softened for Christ by

the persistent witness of the Pentecostal doorman who

stood watch over the Manhattan co-op apartment build-

ing my wife and I called home.

Jacob was a massive African-American ex-convict

with a sonorous singing voice. He was also a scripture

expert. He never seemed to miss an opportunity to

launch into a lesson whenever I entered the building. If

Jacob was on duty my wife and I knew we’d have to rush

past him, straight to the elevators, or else endure at least

fifteen minutes on the Old Testament.
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But in the end, Jacob won. He wore me down. Thanks

to his serene, rock-like, unquestionably spirit-filled per-

sonal witness—and his Bible lessons—I developed a per-

sonal relationship with Christ, for which I’ll always be

thankful.  

The last influence on my conversion came from my

wife Anna’s direction. She had resumed attending Mass

at our local parish, St. Stephen’s, soon after our mar-

riage, and had befriended several Carmelite religious

sisters there. The simple faith of these holy women was

impossible to ignore. Together with the pope and Jacob,

they moved me along a slow path to the Catholic

Church, and in 1996, at the age of thirty-seven, I was

finally confirmed.

My newfound faith led me to some dramatic life

decisions—all in a very conservative direction. Just

before my second son was born, I moved my family out

of decadent Manhattan to the family-friendly suburbs

of Westchester. Then I sold my share of the growing

marketing company I had co-founded, so I could work

full-time in Catholic media. I left almost everything

about my secular self behind, and adopted a new,

intensely Catholic, somewhat reactionary, identity.

(Politically, I was still to the left of Attila the Hun, but

not by much). I was a newly minted true believer, and I

started making every mistake a new convert could pos-

sibly make. I became very judgmental and Manichean (a

fancy term for putting everyone and everything in the

world into two columns—good and bad). I reduced

Christianity to morality—avoiding sin—thereby totally
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misinterpreting what Pope John Paul II had written (as

well as what Jacob had tried to communicate to me). Of

course, I didn’t notice this then. I was still feeling the

rush of my conversion, still feeling that I had arrived

home after a lifetime of wandering.

But eventually, I did start to realize that something

was wrong. My harsh moralizing was causing problems

within my family, and my “me and the Church against the

world” stance was wearing me out, too. I began to yearn

for a more joy-filled religious experience. My faith never

faltered, but thankfully, it did start to evolve. 

That evolution began when I started stumbling onto

Catholic thinkers, mystics, and visionaries who were

more dynamic and provocative—even subversive—than

I ever expected. They led me to deeper insights into scrip-

ture and the early Fathers of the Church, as well as the

lives and ideas of saints such as Francis, Dominic,

Thomas Aquinas, Therese of Lisieux, and others. I was

discovering aspects of the Church that had startling con-

nections to the ideas that had inspired me in college, and

the radical thinkers I used to love.

All of this was brought together for me in the

provocative writings of theologians and writers who were

part of the New Theology movement of the mid-

twentieth century. This movement, also known by the

name “Communio,” had perhaps the greatest influence

on the momentous Second Vatican Council—known as

Vatican II—that was held in the early 1960s. 

Contrary to popular perception, Vatican II wasn’t

about “updating” the Church. It was about reinvigorating
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it by going back to its radical origins so that it could more

effectively preach the gospel to a secularized world. This

return to the gospel and to genuine tradition was meant to

purify the Church of subtle errors that had slipped in dur-

ing the preceding centuries. These errors hadn’t affected

the dogmatic truths taught by the Church, but they did

distort the style in which the gospel was communicated. 

One important area where this occurred was in moral

theology, as Dominican theologian Servais Pinckaers

explained in his book, The Sources of Christian Ethics.

Pinckaers showed that a shift within Christian morality

after the Protestant Reformation, away from the desire

for beatitude, or supreme happiness, to what he called an

“ethic of obligation,”—making the obeying of moral laws

an end in itself—had deformed the gospel message.  This

made it appear that the believer had to choose between

being good and being happy. The answer, according to

Pinckaers, was to return the requirements of the Com-

mandments to their gospel context. 

Pope Benedict made this theme the centerpiece of his

first encyclical, God Is Love, where he addressed the vari-

ous dimensions of eros (desire) and agape (sacrificial

love), and argued that Christianity made it possible to

reconcile these two aspects of love. The following words,

culled from a homily given by Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger

shortly before he became pope, capture the essence of the

Christian message: “Christianity is not an intellectual

system, a packet of dogmas, a moralism; Christianity is

rather an encounter, a love story; it is an event. . . . Only

Christ gives meaning to the whole of our life.” 
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This is what Vatican II was about. And I was amazed

to learn that my heroes—Karol Wojtyla (Pope John Paul

II) and Joseph Ratzinger (Pope Benedict XVI)—had been

two of the most influential thinkers at the Council. 

My new perspective on the Church shook me to my

core. I felt liberated. My church—all two thousand years

of it—so often mocked and ridiculed in the media as

archaic and obsolete, was turning out to be completely in

sync with the search for meaning that defined my young

adult years, and with concepts like mystery and creativi-

ty, freedom and desire. Salvation didn’t require an escape

from my humanity—it ran right through it. Pope John

Paul II—the man whose writings first enticed me into the

Church—said it like this:

Man is the primary route that the Church

must travel in fulfilling her mission: he is

the primary and fundamental way for the

Church, the way traced out by Christ him-

self, the way that leads invariably through

the mystery of the Incarnation and the

Redemption . . . man in all the truth of his

life, in his conscience, in his continual

inclination to sin and at the same time in

his continual aspiration to truth, the good,

the beautiful, justice and love. 

—Redemptor Hominis

From this vantage point I looked back at writers like

Camus and Sartre, who accurately portrayed the excruci-

ating loneliness and alienation of modern times, and saw
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their work from a new perspective, as description rather

than prescription. They had confronted a new reality—

the death of God in the world—without illusions, and

asked the right question: How was man supposed to live

with his newfound freedom? By taking the radical ideas

of the modern era to their logical conclusions, they

showed that life without God was absurd. And by so con-

vincingly giving flesh, through their art, to what a world

without God would be like, they unintentionally showed

that only an uncompromising, radical Christianity could

heal the existential wound that afflicted modern man.

This is what Pope John Paul II meant in his “Letter to

Artists”:

Even in situations where culture and the

Church are far apart, art remains a kind of

bridge to religious experience . . . Even

when they explore the darkest depths of

the soul or the most unsettling aspects of

evil, artists give voice in a way to the uni-

versal desire for redemption. 

Having discovered this new (yet ancient) “mystical”

way of being a traditional Catholic, I could now see that

my past and present were connected. I may have been

lost, but my path had been marked by God. Passing

through the spiritual desert of modern secular life, and

directly experiencing a world where God was shunted

aside, was, for me, a necessary prelude to a conscious,

committed response to God’s grace. 
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My new experience of faith thrilled me, but it also

brought up an unsettling question—why wasn’t the

Church doing more to  spread this message of Christian

humanism to a world desperate for meaning? Sure, Pope

John Paul II was talking about it all the time. But why

weren’t more people listening? 

This brings me back to GodSpy and the reason it was

launched. GodSpy’s mission is to break through the mis-

conceptions and prejudices that blind the gatekeepers of

secular culture to the fact that Jesus Christ is the answer

to the questions that haunt modern man.

In a post-modern world caught between the irrational

certainties of religious fanatics and the dictatorship of

“whatever” relativism, GodSpy offers an alternative—a

Catholic vision that shows it’s possible both to believe and

think critically, to stand firm and remain open to reality,

to live by moral absolutes and love unconditionally. 

To reach the most skeptical, GodSpy emphasizes

Catholic thinkers and writers who are most credible to

secular audiences, showcasing nonfiction writing that

fulfills what the acclaimed Catholic fiction writer Flan-

nery O’Connor once said: "there is no reason why fixed

dogma should fix anything that the writer sees in the

world . . . dogma is an instrument for penetrating reality.” 

As the subtitle says, the essays in this anthology focus

on “life, love, sex, and other mysteries.” They cover topics,

from dating, careers, marriage, childbirth, and parenting,

to contentious issues like porn addiction, contraception,

and same-sex attraction, to more mystical themes of iden-

tity, vocation, and interior transformation.  
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The subject matter is diverse, but what unites the

writers of these essays is a singular vision: a paradoxical

desire to live according to the firm doctrines of their

church while at the same time freely expressing the truth

of their experiences, and the judgment of their con-

sciences.  In other words, while as faithful Catholics these

men and women are determined to obey their Church’s

controversial “hard” teachings concerning sex, divorce,

contraception, serving the poor, loving the outcast, etc.,

as Catholic writers they believe they’re called to tell the

truth, to share the not-always-pretty details of their

struggles, and to be candid about how hard it can be to

live according to Church teachings. 

They cannot write propaganda, not only because that

would violate their personal integrity as Christians, but

because if what the Church teaches is true—if these

teachings are the genuine expression of what it means for

people to love one another—this truth will only be com-

promised by any attempt to “suger-coat” it. 

What sort of mysteries will you find within these

essays? 

Why “no pain, no gain” is okay for souls as well as bod-

ies . . . what surrendering to God’s will in marriage really

means . . . why fertility is not a disease to be treated, but a

wonderful gift . . . how marriage alone didn’t cure an

addiction to hardcore porn . . . why chastity is much more

than just not having sex . . . what would lead a young

father to make a deal with God over the inconvenient

birth of his first child . . . how coming out gay was a neces-

sary step in a woman’s conversion to Catholicism . . . what
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it’s like to grow up with the uneasy feeling that you’re pos-

sessed by a demon . . . a childless woman’s agonized con-

fession about the real meaning of being open to life . . .

what it’s like to plunge into the freezing cold waters of

Lourdes with hundreds of strangers . . . and much more.

As you read these essays, don’t expect to be comfort-

able. Expect instead to experience a sort of cognitive dis-

sonance, where you find yourself thinking: “Are faithful

Catholics supposed to write like this? Are they supposed

to be so . . . raw?” 

The genuinely Catholic writer isn’t afraid to be hon-

est, and has no need to hide behind sentimentality. “We

lost our innocence in the Fall,” Flannery O’Connor writes, 

and our return to it is through the

Redemption which was brought about by

Christ's death and by our slow participa-

tion in it. Sentimentality is a skipping of

this process in its concrete reality and an

early arrival at a mock state of innocence. 

Catholic tradition recognizes the paradox that it’s

through Adam’s “happy fault”—his sin—that we’ve gained

such a great Savior. Like the prodigal son, it’s through the

experience of our sinfulness—our nothingness without

God—that we can learn to love. Only then can we return to

the Father’s house to claim the great inheritance reserved

for his adopted sons and daughters. 

While the Church’s concern for souls is its highest pri-

ority, there is also something else at stake: Mankind itself

is at risk as unrestrained science threatens to redefine life
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and what it means to be human. According to the Catholic

philosopher Adrian J. Walker, a GodSpy contributor,

If the Church has been concerned about

sex and reproduction it is not because it is

too ‘hung up’ to appreciate the glories of

the sexual revolution, but because it has a

mandate from Christ to safeguard the

humanity of man, which threatens in our

day to become the plaything of technology

that is driven by powerful political and

commercial interests.

The writers of these essays are witnesses to the nar-

row but necessary road the Church proposes for the

times ahead. It’s a difficult but rewarding path that inte-

grates faith and freedom, and leads to genuine human

liberation. Their stories show that it’s possible to venture

into spiritual borderlands without losing your way, and

that faith at the edge is not only possible, it’s the only

way forward.


